Providing Seamless Access to Clinical Data
for Proficient, In-Depth Analysis
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CLINICAL REPORTING

DATA IS SIMPLY

EAUTIFUL

EVERY DATA POINT IS TELLING

Data that is collected is becoming data that is utlized in this dramatic
visual story about functional grace.
Created by data artist, Tatiana Plakhova.

What Goes In Doesn’t Equal
What Comes Out
An organization’s ability to have visibility into collected clinical trial
data is critical to every functional area involved in the development
process. Although it’s logical to think gaining insights from collected
data should be a straightforward byproduct of collection, the daunting
reality is that most organizations struggle to achieve this. eClinical Solutions’ mission is to make
clinical data acquisition, standardization, aggregation and analysis absolutely simple and easy.
In our pursuit of this, we have become experts at taking data that was once an ambiguous
listing and bring it to relevant and striking life through customized reporting solutions.

Bringing data to relevant and

striking life

through customized reporting solutions
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Usefulness is in the Eye of the Beholder
eClinical Solutions will provide your organization with the reporting capabilities
needed to quickly access clinical data and empower functional groups to make
crucial development and business decisions expeditiously. Our teams of experts
utilize both proprietary and industry-leading technologies to provide customizable
and cost-effective reporting solutions.

Delivering quick access
to clinical data

!
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We work with our clients in three
distinct areas:
Consult with end-users in organizations to obtain a
complete understanding of their needs and how they
want to use their data
Design and build reporting solutions
using dashboards and customizable
business intelligence applications

Train end-users on business intelligence
platforms based on their intended use of
the application
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Our team uses a blend of technologies and business intelligence applications that allow intuitive visualization and
interaction with clinical data, including JReview—the same tool the FDA uses to review data submissions. We ensure
users will get deeper visibility for safety analysis, risk assessment and mitigation, and go/no-go decision making.

Examples of reporting solutions include:
Recommendations for the most appropriate use of reporting functionality based on your needs
Customized development of reports, graphs, profiles, dashboards, etc.
The creation of reusable, standardized reports allowing you to analyze single
or multiple clinical trials
Multi-dimensional clinical data views by role (data managers, safety analysts, biostatisticians,
medical monitors, clinical trial managers, medical writers, executive management, etc.)
Knowledge transfer and change management through role-based training and documentation
eClinical Solutions ensures that your company can consistently and efficiently access, review, analyze
and identify trends across trials so you can truly leverage clinical data to its fullest potential.
Marty Roche

Take the first step toward truly interacting with your clinical data. Contact eClinical Solutions today
for an engaging platform demonstration that will change the way you see data.

Executive Director, Business
Development and Marketing

Telephone: 508.337.4230
Toll Free: 866.961.3542
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